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The Ontario Jaguar Owners' Association (OJOA)
The Ontario Jaguar Owners Association was formed in December 1959 as an automobile
club whose purpose was to stimulate and encourage interest in the preservation, ownership
and operation of Jaguar automobiles. Over the years the OJOA has grown to provide a
means for exchange of information, technical and otherwise, to encourage interest in
automobile sport and competitive events in Ontario, to provide social occasions for its
members, and to foster interest in Jaguar and Daimler automobiles. The OJOA is an
affiliate club of the Jaguar Clubs of North America (JCNA).

Meetings
Meetings are held on the second Wednesday of each month (except in December)
at 7:00pm. They are held at our new location -Failte Irish Pub. See our website for details.

Membership, Address Changes, Renewals
Membership in the OJOA costs $80 ($90-Family) for one year (January thru December).
Save on a three year membership, with advance payment of $220 ($245-Family).
Ownership of a Jaguar or Daimler is not a prerequisite. Send all membership applications,
address changes, and renewals to the Membership Director.  An application form appears on
the last page of the magazine. Conveniently use PayPal / credit card via our website.

Merchandise
The OJOA has regalia for sale at all monthly meetings and events:
Contact Allan and Carol Lingelbach, 519-656-9398, to order any or all of these items.
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      Size of Ad              3 Issues      6 Issues (1 Year)

     Business Card              $44                      $83
Quarter Page                $66                     $125
Half Page                        $96                     $185
Full Page                     $155                   $303
Contact Mark Smith for information on placing
ads. Phone: 905-570-3968
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Ron Waine
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Ron.waine@outlook.com
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NIAGARA REGION
GOLDEN HORSESHOE
Pete Moffett
Phone: 905-931-6900
pete@thermoffetts.ca
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NORTHERN REGION
Doug Heath
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Membership Benefits:
OJOA Membership includes subscription to “The Ontario Jaguar” Magazine: Classified Adverts
for Free, in the magazine and on the web site http://www.ojoa.org, ,OJOA Referral service;
JCNA Membership, Journal magazine and eligibility to enter JCNA sanctioned Concours
D' Elegance and events as well as all OJOA monthly meetings and events, and an opportunity to
share a common interest with other Jaguar enthusiasts.



Members are encouraged to submit articles or photographs to the newsletter editor for possible inclusion in
subsequent issues. Submissions should be in the following format to guarantee the best results:

The format requirements for the newsletter are basic ... the rule is "Please keep it simple" ... Text is preferred in
plain text - MS Word or similar submissions will be passed through Notepad to strip any formatting before
importing it to the desk top publishing software, though we'll try to reproduce your layout if it is important to you
- experience has shown that documents created in MS Publisher cause considerable grief  Images are preferred
in .png or .gif or .jpg format - We will reduce images to 300dpi and 800x600 maximum before inserting them into
the newsletter to keep the file size down on the on-line version.

Deadlines - Any articles, notices or advertisements for inclusion in the OJOA newsletter must be
received by the editor no later than the fifteenth day of the month preceding publication.

The Current Year

Club events include the Jagfest Spring
Tour, OJOA Concours D'Elégance,

Jagfest Fall Colour Tour.

The OJOA has been involved in such events
as British Car Day, Toronto City Classic

Car Show, F-Pace launch and others.

Many event photos are available on our
website at http://www.ojoa.org. Please visit.

If you have events that you would like to
include in this year's activities, please contact

any of the executive.

Please Notify Us

If you know of any member who is ill, in the
hospital, broken a limb, has a special

anniversary, or who has passed away
please email the club secretary,

Karen Carlson

k.carlson@sympatico.ca
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Some Like It HOT!  Some Don’t

Pete Moffett

The Series 1 E-types have a reputation for being hot.  That’s temperature not attitude.  When driving in England back in
the ‘70s one hardly ever encountered heavy traffic except in the big cities.  In the country the roads were relatively
congestion free so there was always plenty of cooling air flowing through the radiator while cruising.  But, get into heavy
traffic and the engine had a penchant for overheating. I don’t think the designers of the engines in the 70s ever
anticipated cooling to be a problem but in case it did they installed a token fan.

A fan motor was installed on the picture frame and what I suppose passed for a fan blade. Only one blade made from a
strip of metal about 1” wide and 12” long.  It had a slight twist which would untwist itself at anything approaching
highway speed.

It seemed reasonable if not necessary when the car was being restored to install a proper fan given that stop and go traffic
in this country is the rule not the exception.  Aftermarket electric fans can be expensive. I found out that cooling fan
assemblies can cost up to US$1500.  As it happens I had a used electric cooling fan from a 1995 Chevy Lumina APV.  It
easily fit inside the existing shroud and after making several mounting brackets it was all set to install.  When connected
it created quite a hurricane and it seemed like it would do the job.

Fast forward about 5 years after the car was on the road we were having our monthly Niagara car club meeting at our
usual restaurant in St. Catharines.  It happened to be the same night that a transport truck on the QEW collided with the
center concrete barrier.  It was carrying Phosphine gas (not Phosgene which was used in WWI) which is toxic and
flammable.  Because the police didn’t know if any of the canisters were broken and leaking gas they closed the highway
in both directions and declared a 2 km evacuation zone around the accident.  The result was that all eastbound and
westbound traffic was redirected onto the main street of St. Catharines.  All the big rigs pilled up nose to tail and nothing
moved.  3’ forward then wait 5 minutes until the next move.  I watched the temperature gauge go up and up until it
pegged.  The next thing I noticed was a wisp of steam rising from the bonnet.  Not good I thought so I pulled into the
next driveway which happened to be the local Ford dealership.  We left the car overnight to cool down and walked to our
club meeting.

Next morning we returned to the car to assess the damage.  When examining under the bonnet I noticed that the overflow
tube from the rad cap had fallen out of the overflow reservoir.  Aha that’s the where the wisp of steam was coming from.
Put the tube back in the reservoir, filled the header tank full and drove home without a problem.  As a precaution against
any unseen damage I added some stop leak to the coolant.  Just in case.

Time to go to our monthly Jag meeting except this time there was no meeting but instead a garage visit to Brad
Marshland’s superb car collection in Waterloo.  Great evening, great cars.  Out to the parking lot to go home when I
noticed a very large pool of coolant on the pavement under the radiator.  I thought the overflow hose had come adrift
again but not so.  Brad very kindly gave me a gallon of antifreeze to top up the header tank and off I went home.  I very
nervously kept one eye on the temp. gauge.  Can that be considered distracted driving?  Everything went well and there
was no overheating at all.  But remember I was never stopped in traffic.

Next trip was to our monthly OJOA meeting at Katz’s Deli when again, after parking the car there appeared a large pool
of coolant on the ground.  Because of the unanticipated cooling problems I always made sure I had a gallon of water in
the boot (not literally in the boot but in a container).  After the meeting I topped up the header tank and set off for home
hoping I could make it without overheating problems. No problems appeared.
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That weekend we had a party/garage tour for the car club and I was determined to find the source of the leak.  I offered
free beer for anyone that could find the source.  Now like Tom Sawyer I had lots of help. One bright spark noticed that
there was corrosion on some of the tubes in the bottom corner of the core.  His suggestion was to take out the rad and have
it pressure tested.  I had never removed the rad from the Jag so I was a bit apprehensive.  Rather than take the car to a
mechanic whose rates were much more than mine I rolled up my sleeves and brought out my toolbox.  Eight hours later
the rad was out and taken to the rad shop. My friend had been right.  Several of the tubes were leaking and the rad
required a re-core.  So why did the tube start leaking?

I spent another 8 hours reinstalling the rad.  Out on the road all was cool (literally).  Except when we were in traffic when
the temperature started to rise a bit.  After the slowdown and back to highway speed the temp. came down.  It seemed that
everything was okay but I had a nagging feeling that something was still wrong.  When we got home I lifted the bonnet
with the engine running to see if there were any leaks.  There were none but I noticed that the fan was not running and it
should have been.  Perhaps that was the problem.

More investigation was required.  Was the fan defective or was it something else.  The first test I performed was to
connect the fan motor directly to the battery.  Fan worked fine. Whew.  I wasn’t pleased about the prospect of buying a
new fan.  Okay so follow the wires from the fan back to the fan relay.  A relay had been installed to handle the current for
the fan rather than putting all that current (20+amps) through the normal wiring.  I energized the fan terminal on the relay
and the fan worked.

The relay is energized by something called an Otter switch.  Wonder if that is related to a Muskrat switch?  The Otter
switch was invented in England in 1940 to regulate the heat of pilot’s flying suits in WW2.  It is also used in kettles to cut
the current so the kettle doesn’t boil dry.  The Jag has an Otter switch whose function is to turn on the electric cooling fan
when the coolant temperature gets too high.
Was the relay defective?  I grounded the relay which is what happens when the temp. gets too high and the relay is
supposed to close and allow current to the fan.  I could hear the relay clicking but the fan did not operate.  Fortunately I
had a spare relay in the workshop so I swapped the old one out.

I tried grounding the relay again and presto chango, the fan came on.

After some ruminating over the sequence of events I concluded that the fan relay failed and the fan did not get energized.
That was what caused the engine to overheat.  The higher pressure caused by the overheating pushed out the stop leak.  As
long as the car was moving the flow of air through the radiator kept the engine cool but as soon as the car stopped in
traffic there was no cooling air flowing through the rad and overheating was the result. And the final conclusion, never
trust anything made in China.  The only thing worse than English Lucas is Chinese Lucas and that was the source of the
relay.

I am currently installing a warning light on the dash that will show me when the fan is running so if the relay fails again I
will know it before I have to spend $500 on a re-core.
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What a Good Car Club is All About !!!

Last year my wife (Darlene) and I brought our 1992 Series lll Van Den Plas to the 2016 Concours d'Elegance.  We had
dropped the car off the day before (Saturday) at the Lingelbach's home, and then  drove to the Marriott Hotel in St.
Jacobs, for the evening in Darlene's Dodge Caliber.  The Marriott was terrific and the OJOA club "Get together" in the
Bistro on Saturday night was a lot of fun (I recommend it).

We woke Sunday morning, had a superb breakfast with OJOA and JCNA members, then headed off to the Concours at
the Lingelbach's.  Everyone helped Allan and Carol (who deserve a round of applause, by the way) to finish setting up.
It was a beautiful day with no rain in the forecast.  The "Judges Entry Parade", Music, Judging all the Jaguars in each
division, The BBQ. lunch, Meeting and talking with all the other OJOA members and enthusiasts, the award ceremony,
etc...... made for quite a memorable day!

After packing up our 2 cars, we said our goodbye's and headed for home.  Not 25 minutes later while driving the V-12
Cat down a beautiful country road...................STEAM !!!!  came pouring out of the hood and was fogging up the wind
shield.......I turned on the wind shield wipers so I could see.  I was frantically trying to find a spot where I could pull
over.  I didn't want to risk over heating the V-12.  I found a shoulder......pulled over, came to a stop and shut the engine
down a.s.a.p.  All the while Darlene was following me with her wipers on too.

There we were,  no coolant, no water, minimal tools and no cell phone signal. After the engine cooled down, I opened up
the hood to find the engine was now covered in green engine coolant !!!!!!   I was thinking about asking Darlene to drive
back to the Lingelbach's (while I stayed with the car) to call for a tow truck.  As I was thinking "This was going to be a
very late night"..............a car slowed down and pulled in front of us on the shoulder.  It was Harvey and Barb Doherty.
Then another car pulled over, it was Steve Sherriff and his good friend James.  Darlene and I were sooooooo glad to see
some fellow club members.  Between all of us, we were able to do a quick radiator hose clamp repair.  Steve had a 4 litre
jug of  coolant which the V-12 guzzled easily. In about 20 minutes total, we were on our way. Steve drove behind us all
the way to the 401.  My temperature gauge was looking  good and I gave Steve a "Thumbs Up" and we parted ways.
Darlene and I (and the V-12) made it home safely.

Recently, a fellow OJOA club member had some car trouble on a stifling hot summer day on the Q.E.W.    Knowing
how uncomfortable this situation can be, I was able to bring some bottled water and an air conditioned car for him to
wait in while the flatbed tow truck arrived.  The 1-800-Hagerty Ins. # was superb. The tow truck arrived and our member
was home in about an hour.  Darlene and I are proud  to be a part of the OJOA.

                                                                                                                 Mark and Darlene Smith



                                     DESTINATION:    Ottawa Jaguar Club Concours

                                                                     MISSION:

                                             Socialization…….and …….Conquest!

The genesis of this operation can be traced to a member of our club holding one of the highest offices in
the OJOA…….Garner (Vice-President).  For weeks, he searched out volunteers who would be willing to
undertake this mission.  The qualifications were cunning good looks, the ability to charm total strangers,
and a nice, clean Jaguar, capable of surviving at least a 10 hour round trip to and from foreign
territory……. without a call to CAA!  Five candidates (Garner, Tracy, Chris, Carol, and yours truly) and
three Jags, answered the call and met these qualifications.  (Well, to be honest, four did.  This article
editor failed the first requirement by a long-shot, but was accepted anyway.)

To prove beyond a shadow of doubt, that we were tough enough for the task, four of us decided to
participate in Pete Moffett’s “Magical Mystery Tour” during the morning of our mission launch.  We
honed our socialization skills and conquered dinner with the tour group.  We had many well-wishers
there, some of whom seemed to harbour doubts that we would ever return.
We programmed our navigation systems for Ottawa, and then prepared to depart the St. Catharines area
around 2:30.  But first we had to deal with a red warning on one of our Jag displays.  We put our minds
together and, like the tech savvy men that Chris and I are, came up with a brilliant solution…….ignore
it!

Unlike the navigation system in Tracy and Chris’ F-Type, our antiquated system in the XKR was
deliberately engineered to direct the driver onto the heaviest possible traffic route.  Hence, our tag team
quickly separated and the F-Type pulled far into the lead.  We finally rendezvoused again at a gas bar,
where we compared notes on our relative fuel economy.  The verdict was obvious…….good for the 3.0
litre F-Type, deeper wallet mandatory for the 5.0 litre XKR-S.

We arrived before sunset at our secret hideaway in Cumberland, east of Ottawa, to discover that our
leader was already there.  This place was disguised as a rented house, and served us very comfortably as
our mission headquarters.  We were within an eight minute drive of our objective, and the next morning,
we launched our assault!

The first part of our mission to charm them into submission, was a total success.  We didn’t give them a
chance to form a defence.  The Ottawa club members were very friendly, and they took turns
introducing themselves to us.  Foolishly, they even fraternized with the enemy, and asked Carol to be
part of their all women’s club class judging team!  However, a couple of their members used clever
guerilla tactics against us, when they mentioned some of the unsavoury history of the OJOA, which they
are very well briefed on.
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We knew that reinforcements were going to appear, and by late morning they arrived……Ann Marie
and Ron Waine.  They showed up without their Jag and were disguised as guests.  We all had lunch
together, and then the judging commenced.

By all measurements, our socialization assault was working brilliantly.  However, our subsequent
conquest mission suffered an early set-back.  One of the judges during pre-judging, challenged me to
prove that my green valve cap, nitrogen filled tires, actually were originally filled with nitrogen at the
factory.  WOW……How’s that for detail!  Our assault was in jeopardy after the very first sniper shot.

The five of us fought valiantly and by the 3:30 awards commencement, the battlefield was ours.
Garner’s S-Type won best in class in the Driven category.  Tracy and Chris won best in class in
Championship with the second highest score overall.  They also earned a People’s Choice award.
Carol and I won our class and the Hershenhorn trophy for the highest score overall.  The OJOA team
then proceeded to win more than our fair share of door prizes.

The “enemy” was gracious in defeat, and we maybe foolishly invited them to our concours to reclaim
the spoils of war that we left with.  Carol and I had no choice but to head home that day still.  Garner,
Tracy, and Chris stayed at the hideaway for another night, and then abandoned their site the next day.
All in all, it was a very successful mission.  Casualties were minimal and all prisoners were released.
However, the OJOA needs to be vigilant for a counter-attack on July 30th!

Allan Lingelbach
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British Car Day is just around the corner on Sunday September 17,  2017 - when we
can all head down to Bronte Creek Provincial Park in Oakville for the 34th edition of
BCD.  The gates will open for show cars at 8 a.m.

The cost remains at $20 (or $15 if you’ve already pre-registered)  To save time on the
day you can download the registration form - also on our web site at
http://www.torontotriumph.com/suite/list/links.php?id=104 - complete it and bring it
along to the show.

The water main construction on Burloak Drive will still be in place for this year’s
British Car Day.  This means that northbound Burloak is down to one lane from
Mainway to just south of the main park gate.   We were able to address this issue last
year by recommending that show cars arrive at the maintenance yard entrance via
Appleby Line and Upper Middle Road – a short detour which avoided the traffic on
Burloak.   We are delighted to report that it worked, so it will be the same process for
this year.   In addition, please try and arrive between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. to miss
spectator traffic.  When leaving the Park use the maintenance yard exit and then turn
right to get onto Upper Middle Road to avoid the construction.  We will have 2 police
officers directing traffic to make access and exiting the park as painless as possible.

The executive and members of the Toronto Triumph Club, together with the
organizing committee for British Car Day, look forward to welcoming you to the 34th
show!

Please contact me at president@torontotriumph.com if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Dave Sims
Chairman, British Car Day
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OJOA Activities
Tracy Kailan

FALL RUN:

On Sunday October 15th we’re heading out to picturesque Port Dover.  We’ll have a brief stop to visit a private
collectors ‘museum’ in Selkirk and then onwards to our final destination - Clonmel Castle for High Tea. Ladies dust off
your hats or fascinators for this event!

Our starting point is the OnRoute Cambridge North. The address is 290 ON-401, Cambridge, ON, N3C 2V6.  This
OnRoute is accessible from the 401 Westbound if driving from the GTA. We will have a drivers meeting at 9:45 am and
get underway at 10 am sharp. So come for the drive & stay for the tea!

Tickets for the High Tea are $35 per person & must be paid no later than October 11th.

YEAR END GALA:

On Saturday November 18th, The Humber Room at The Old Mill will be hosting our Year End Gala. Doors open at
5:30 pm with a festive buffet dinner served a 7 pm. There will be a cash bar available in the room. Everyone is welcome
to participate in our “Bring a Gift, Take a Gift” exchange if you so choose. Dollar limit for gifts is a $15 -we encourage
Jaguar or British themed items.

Gala tickets are $70 per person. Payment must be received by November 14th.

                                        Payment for these activities can be made in the following ways.

Cheques payable to: Ontario Jaguar Owners’ Assoc. Mailed to:
Tracy Kailan, 12 Ensley Place, Port Stanley, ON, N5L 0A1
Or handed in at our monthly meetings.

E-Payments can be sent to Tracy Kailan via email:
Question: How many years of concours
Answer: Fifty
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50th OJOA Concours d’Elegance---July 30th, 2017

It’s hard to believe that after many months of planning, the signature OJOA event this year is now
behind us.   We are currently over a month into the next 50 year segment of concours shows, which will
culminate in the 100th anniversary in 2067.  “2067” sounds as absurd to us now as 2017 must have
seemed to the membership back in 1968, but indeed, 2017 arrived!

Preparation:
For the second year in a row, the site chosen by the club was the property of myself and Carol.  Last
year’s concerns about whether the large percentage of membership residing in the GTA would attend a
concours over 100 km away, and terminate the drive on a short gravel road, was behind us.  This year
was going to be our 50th concours, and anything less than an increase in attendance, would have been a
disappointment.  So, with Garner Pridmore as Concours Chairman, Steve Sherriff as Chief Judge, and
the rest of the Concours Committee composed of Tracy & Chris Kailan, John Myers, and myself, we
set our sights on organizing an event worthy of the milestone.

We maintained successful ideas from the prior year, such as the noon time lunch (as opposed to a post
concours dinner), the ladies hat contest, gift bags, and door prizes, but then enhanced this with a catered
meal (instead of pot luck/BBQ), a live band during lunch, a silent auction, special hats for the judges,
an ongoing remote live commentary through the PA system, additional awards, more canopy shelters, a
substantially more generous corporate sponsorship, etc.  Even the prior year’s concept of a pre-
concours host hotel was “up-scaled” to introduce a private meeting room in the evening complete with
lunch and a cash bar.

A substantial marketing effort was also undertaken by way of articles in both the OJOA newsletter and
the JCNA Jaguar Journal, personal email invites to prior entrants, plus invites to local British car clubs
and JCNA affiliated Jaguar clubs.  Even the JaguarDrivers.ca club did not escape our attention. Then
the discovery of a Swallow sidecar in our vicinity certainly enhanced our promotion efforts.
So with most of the pieces of the puzzle accounted for, there still was one critical item missing in our
concours mosaic.  And that we had no control over, because it’s called “weather”.
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Setup Day:
After months of preparation and the investment of dozens of hours, the weekend of July 29/30 was upon
us and the sun shone brightly throughout both the setup day and the concours itself.  Given the soggy
summer of 2017, there have been only two weekends, through to now early September, where it didn’t
rain on at least one of the weekend days.  The weather gods much be Jaguar enthusiasts!
What we now call “setup day” wound down with a cozy gathering of about 30 members and guests in a
private meeting room at the Marriott host hotel near St. Jacobs.  John Myers presided over the meet &
greet social, while we ate and drank.

Show Time!
Before the dew had a chance to dry on concours morning, the very first Jaguar to arrive on the show site
was the stunning F-Type SVR provided by Jaguar Land Rover Canada.  This was joined later on by
another brand new display model, the popular F-Pace, compliments of Jaguar Waterloo.  Almost as if on
cue, as soon as the 575hp SVR found its parking spot, and ceased to shake the earth, the Jaguar flood
gates opened and inundated the meadow with 56 mechanical felines.  During the planning stage, some
of us mused about the concept of 50 Jags at our 50th anniversary, but, at that time, this was quickly
dismissed as unattainable.  Records show that the Science Centre OJOA Concours in 2008 exceeded
that total by seven and that figure hasn’t been approached until now.

For ease of judging, the “jamboree” of 56 Jaguars on the field was divided into three main categories:
21 in Daily Driver, 25 in JCNA Championship, and 10 in various display locations.  The 46 judged
entries kept multiple teams of judges very busy until well into the afternoon.
Of course, where you have outstanding autos, you automatically have people…….lots of people!  120
meal tickets were printed to match our 120 catered meal order.  These $20 tickets were quickly
consumed (sorry for the pun), and any scalpers amongst us might have successfully made a quick profit.
The generous portion sizes supplied by the caterers saved the day, and they served at least 20 more
hungry souls beyond the 120.  Given that some participants and spectators brought their own food, we
can only guess that our human count must have been north of 150.

At around 11:00, the judges were ready to ply their trade.  We harnessed Kaden, our draft trained
Bernese Mountain dog, to the “concours cart” and ushered in the parade of judges.  For the amount of
time and effort this year that Steve Sherriff, our Chief Judge,
invested in his role and also considering his prior profession as a
Crown Prosecutor, a heaping amount of respect should have been
his reward.  …….Alas this was not to be.  Steve was marched in
to the tune of “Who Shot the Sheriff”! (LOL)   As Rodney
Dangerfield used to say:   “What a tough crowd this is!”
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There was a break in judging between 12:30 and 1:30 in order for everybody to indulge in the wiener
schnitzel and parmesan chicken meal.  Delicious as that was, we still had to leave room for the 50th

anniversary cake.  For the second year in a row, we owe many thanks for this fabulous creation to Elanna
and Grace.  During this time, the Stratford “New Horizons” band played a medley of tunes.  This was
very enjoyable, and we certainly appreciated their participation.

The judging of Jags resumed at 1:30, but now had to compete with another judged event…….the ladies
hat contest.  The numerous, and enthusiastic, entrants were encouraged to “hype-up” their creations with
descriptions and actions which could sway the judging in their favour.  Louise Diamond, from Michigan,
took this suggestion to new heights when she kissed our Chief Judge.  Much as this was appreciated by
Steve, he reminded her that he was not a ladies hat judge, so her effort might have been misdirected.
However, it’s interesting though, that as the day unfolded, Louise received 2nd place in the hat contest,
her husband, Chuck, was awarded an excellent first place score with his E-Type, and they were presented
with the President’s Trophy.    Hmmm……could there be a connection?! (LOL)   Supposedly, a post-
concours investigation noted no evidence of collusion between the above named entrant and the Chief
Judge.  (Please consider some of the above statements and opinions to be a case of “alternate
facts”…….if you know what I mean! (LOL))

By now it may appear as though every activity which took place was “judged”.  The popular “silent
auction” program, which was open for bids most of the day, proved this to be untrue.  Thanks to the
donations of many generous members, vendors and sponsors, this raised close to $500 in club income.
The club regalia sales also contributed funds to our treasury.  Then, at the end of the day, many raffle
prizes were handed out.

Soon after all 46 Jaguars had been scrutinized, the awards were distributed.  The results are posted in this
newsletter and on the club website.  One of the results worthy of note, was the Best In Show 100% score
earned by D’Arcy Black with his 1998 XK8.  Of the 13 entries in the Championship Division, five
entries were considerably newer than his and that makes his result even more remarkable.
Chuck and Louise Diamond won the President’s Trophy, as mentioned before, for compiling an
outstanding total of over 100 JCNA concours entries with his one-owner 1970 E-Type.  They were very
appropriate recipients considering that this was our 50th concours celebration.
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Jim Daniels was presented with our “Heritage Award” for his display of an “uber-rare” 1930
BSA/Swallow motorcycle/sidecar combination.  His participation was much appreciated, and obviously
received a lot of attention.  By-the-way, the award was masterfully created by Pete Moffett, and many
thanks must go his way.
The winner of the “People’s Choice” balloting was Lee Jukes with his stunning 1967 E-Type.

In Closing:
Unfortunately, like ourselves, Jaguar automobiles grow old.  Evidence of that presented itself with issues
on our two oldest entries.  A flat tire on Pete and Lynda Moffett’s 1962 E-Type was quickly solved in the
parking lot of our host hotel.  But, not so lucky was Doug Black with his 1947 Jaguar 3.5.  This 70 year
old gem was promoted as one of our signature entries, however, a detached wheel, and the resulting
thread damage, terminated its voyage before it got to the concours.

The OJOA did not lose money when all of the income and expenses were tallied.  This is a significant
statement, given our past history at this event.  A huge contribution to that result came from our corporate
sponsors…….Jaguar Land Rover Canada, and the dealer Jaguar Waterloo.  They offered support to us
this year that went beyond any assistance which they generously provided in the past.  We appreciate
their involvement, and hopefully, our membership will remember this when there is need in the garage to
fill a hole!

Finally, a humongous thank you must be extended to all of the organizers and volunteers who played a
part in this production.  I will not name names for fear of leaving someone out, but they know who they
are, and their input both made the show, as well as made the show better.  Anybody who lent a hand in
organizing, marketing, set-up, concours day assistance, and clean-up, needs to be applauded.
All in all, the post-concours consensus has been very favourable so far, and the 50th Annual OJOA
Concours d’Elegance hopefully will go into history, along with many other OJOA milestone occasions,
as a memorable event.

Allan Lingelbach
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OJOA 2017 CONCOURS RESULTS

CHAMPION DIVISION

CLASS   ENTRANT      CLUB   MODEL              SCORE
 C5/E1              Lee Jukes                                     OJOA  1967 E-Type Roadster                         99.70
 C6/E2              Chuck & Louise Diamond         JAGM     1970 E-Type Coupe                            99.91
 C7/E3              Gerry & Janey Hacke                OJOA  1973 E-Type Coupe                            99.95
 C9/XJ               David Smart                               OJOA  1986 XJ6 Sedan                                   99.21
 C11/J8             Roy Stevenson                          OJOA  2006 Super 8 Sedan                            99.90
 C12/JS             Ron Waine                                 OJOA  1989 XJS Convertible                             99.74
    Steve Sherriff                             OJOA  1988 XJS Coupe                                     98.88
 C14/K8            D’Arcy Black                               OJOA  1998 XK8 Coupe                              100.00
 C15/XK            Allan & Carol Lingelbach          OJOA  2014 XKR-S Coupe                                99.96
    Stephen Willwerth                    OJOA  2007 XKR Convertible                          99.82
 C17/PN           Bob Kenzie                                       1973 E-Type Coupe                              99.57
 C20/F              Chris Kailan                                 OJOA  2014 F-Type Convertible                     99.92
    John Ogden                                 OJOA  2014 F-Type Convertible                     99.87

SPECIAL DIVISION

CLASS   ENTRANT      CLUB  MODEL               SCORE
 S2/MOD        Tony & Josephine Burgess        OJOA  1983 XJS Coupe                                     9.960
    Pete Moffett                               OJOA  1962 E-Type Coupe                             9.919

DRIVEN DIVISION

CLASS   ENTRANT      CLUB   MODEL             SCORE
 D9/XJS           Peter Kastner                              OJOA   1994 XJS Convertible                          9.980
    George Cox                                  OJOA   1994 XJS Coupe                                   9.959
 D10/K8          Pat Geary                                      JCO   2006 XK8 Convertible                         9.997
    Richard Hall                                 OJOA   2005 XKR Convertible                        9.978
    Tony Hillebrandt                        OJOA   2004 XKR Convertible                        9.965
 D11/XK         Carol Lingelbach                         OJOA   2009 XKR Convertible                        9.995
    Cyril Steinsky                               OJOA   2007 XK8 Coupe                                  9.988
 D12/J8           Christopher Loates                    OJOA   2007 XJ Sedan                                      9.987
    Roy Stevenson                           OJOA   2008 VDP Sedan                                  9.955
 D13/SX         Tracy Kailan                                OJOA   2004 S-Type Sedan                             9.988

OJOA DAILY DRIVER - SPORTS DIVISION

STANDING  ENTRANT      MODEL
 1st Place  Bob & Sybil Barbour    2002 XK8
 1st Place  Jim McGrath     2000 XK8
 2nd Place  David Hall      2001 XKR
 3rd Place  Dan Garry      1970 E-Type

OJOA DAILY DRIVER - SEDANS DIVISION

STANDING  ENTRANT      MODEL
 1st Place  David Elloway     2016 XF
 2nd Place  Ted Cymbaly     2002 XJR 100
 3rd Place  Chris Hodgson     2005 XJ8
 3rd Place  Sherry Hinder     2002 S-Type
 3rd Place  Devin Alexander    2008 XJ8



                OJOA SPECIAL AWARD WINNERS

   Name Award

   1. D’Arcy Black             Metro West Trophy

   2. Chuck & Louise Diamond       President’s Trophy

   3. Jim Daniels           Heritage Award

   4. Lee Jukes            People’s Choice

   5. Tony Burgess           Chair’s Choice Award

   6. John Markoff           Best in Daily Driver Trophy
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2017 CONCOURS PHOTOS
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Surviving With Grace and Pace

                   An Excerpt from Chapter 6 of Steve Sheriff’s book on the History of the OJOA
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OJOA PEOPLE

People are the heart and soul of any Club. They can make it or break it. The OJOA has been blessed with a long line of
special people. After you have picked up all the knowledge you reasonably can about maintaining and operating your
car, it is the people, many of whom by this stage are your friends, who will keep you coming back. The OJOA has
survived because of the people. To better capture the spirit of the OJOA, I now turn to OJOA people.

The OJOA has a conservative, evolutionary approach to change. The OJOA has generally been willing to change, but
at a measured pace. Members are accustomed to a certain way of doing things, and will loyally attend events they en-
joy, year after year, but not unchanged events forever. Members have invariably demonstrated profound respect for the
Club’s traditions.

For example, the Fall Rally has changed in format but it has lasted the entire duration. Our Concours, as we know it, is
forty – nine years old and counting (1968 to 2016). The Spring Blossom Run has taken place most years since 1981.
We met at Montgomery’s Inn for thirty – two years. We have held banquets at the Old Mill from time to time for over
fifty years. In other words, we have well established traditions.
As an example of evolutionary change, our transition from serious rallying to fun rallying, took some twenty –six
years from 1959 to 1985 to complete.

OUR PAST PRESIDENTS

Part of our character, our unique DNA, has been attributable to our Presidents, the helmsmen. You can’t help but note
the remarkable continuity and stability within the ranks of our Senior Officers as I chronicle their story.

We have had fourteen OJOA Presidents spanning our fifty - seven year history. However, that statistic is misleading,
because one President served thirteen terms (Doug Cramb), another served twelve terms (Peter Harris). Accordingly,
those two Presidents were at the helm for twenty – five years. This pattern provided a great deal of continuity,
especially since Peter Harris also served seven terms as Vice – President immediately before serving as President.
One obvious danger of longevity in office is of course the risk of stagnation.

Often, but not always, the Vice – President has stepped up to the Presidency when the President has stepped down.
This has happened ten times. (eg. Mssrs. Johnson, Freeman, Draycott, Bunting, Cramb, Leak, Harris, Booth, Hill, and
Grady) Moreover, many outgoing Presidents have remained active in Club affairs long after their term, thereby
continuing to make a valuable contribution with their knowledge and experience. (eg. Freeman, Draycott, Bunting,
Cramb, Harris) These patterns have contributed to stability and the continuity of policies.
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Our Founding President – Bernard ( “Barry”) Viol (1959-1960)

The OJOA was founded in Barry Viol’s apartment in Toronto where the first organizational meeting was held in
early 1959. Viol became the first President and remained as the first President after the OJOA was incorporated.
He stepped down as President on December 14, 1960, a year after incorporation, deferring to his chosen successor
Bill Johnson. Barry Viol remained active for a time as the Competition Director and organizer of the major rallies.

Rallying was Barry Viol’s passion. His enthusiasm was infectious, and he enjoyed some success encouraging
ladies to become rally competitors. Viol was keen to enter the 1961 Trans – Canada Rally (later known as “The
Shell 4000”), with fellow founding member Murray Wallace as his navigator. It appears that the necessary spon-
sorship fell through. Viol had been winning rallies with the Sports Car Club ever since 1950. He was the first win-
ner of the Sports Car Club’s rally trophy which later became our Robert Freeman Trophy.

Barry Viol served in WW11 in Her Majesty’s Royal Tank Corps. At the time he organized the OJOA, he was
working as a Provincial Compensation Board Officer (likely the Workmens’ Compensation Board as it was then
called). Viol was famous for organizing fiendishly difficult rallies which have been described in the section on
OJOA rallies. At one stage he was cautioned by the OJOA Board about the “car breaker” roads he was using.
Perhaps his wartime experiences with the Royal Tank Corps caused him to minimize the effect of terrain on mere
automobiles!! The “Julius Caesar Rally”, a Canadian Automobile Sports Clubs (CASC) Championship event,
appropriately run during the Ides of March, was one of his favorites.

The application of a foolish OJOA bylaw forced Barry Viol to become an Associate Member and step down as
Competition Director because he no longer owned a Jaguar as of September 1961. However, he continued to be
active for a time in organizing OJOA rallies. By January 1964 his intense interest in OJOA activities had
diminished, and the OJOA Board removed him as the Regional Delegate to the JCNA. Without Viol, the Club was
unable to organize the Julius Caesar Rally originally slated for March 1964. His name last appears on a September
1964 Membership List which survives in the Archives, at which time he was noted as living in Bolton. However,
since memberships were renewable on the date they had last been paid, it is likely that Barry Viol actually ceased
to play an active role in the OJOA in the fall of 1963. Barry Viol passed away in 1979.

No such punitive by–law has existed for many years. Over the years, there appears to have been no correlation
between Jaguar ownership and contribution to the OJOA. Rather the proven correlation is between enthusiasm and
contribution. Barry Viol had certainly left his mark. By all accounts he should be remembered for his “devoted
energy and whole – hearted enthusiasm” which clearly helped get the OJOA off to a great start.

Author & OJOA Historian Steve Sherriff



Reg Beer Coachbuilders Corp.

Providing quality service & restoration to classic
& vintage automobiles for

over 35 years.

12944 Albion Vaughn Rd.               Tel/Fax (905) 857-3210 Bolton, ON
L7E 4C6         Email: cmcmog@idirect.ca
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Classifieds

Club members and other interested parties may advertise personal cars, parts and services for sale or wanted in the newsletter and on the website.
Ads should be no longer than 50 words and may be edited for space considerations. All classified ads run for a minimum of two consecutive issues
and can be renewed if requested.  Members of OJOA and other JCNA affiliated clubs offering reciprocal free advertising may advertise at no charge,
the fee for others is $25 for 2 issues / $60 for 6 issues. Contact the Advertising Manager to place or cancel ads.
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For a Nominal Fee

Your Ad

Can Go Here

1960  XK150             [10-16]1987 XJS V12                                      [11 - 16]

I’m the second owner and have enjoyed her for the past 16yrs.
She has been well taken care of and is in show room condition.
43,600 Kms, Black on Tan. Asking $16,800.00
My wish is to have the next owner enjoy and appreciate her as I have.
Contact: Ed Golfetto 416-995-9379 Email; egolfetto@ameresco.com

For more information on these Ad’s

Please visit us & view them on our
website.

www/ojoa.org

Then click on Classifieds

Complete restoration from the bone up, body and mechanical done.
The car is in mint condition, Concours d'Elegance Ready.
**** Comes With Heritage Certificate ****
Engine: 3800cc, 3.8L Exterior: Green / Interior: Tan
Contact Marc Marechal marmar1305@yahoo.com

This is an Estate Sale, Current owner is the second owner since 1989 With 147,000 KM. Stored every winter, with new Cooper tires.
Midnight Blue. The car runs in great condition - a must see! Asking: $5,000.00 For Details, Call Raymond Gemmill @ 705-878-2705
email raygemmill@gmail.com

1985 XJ6                                               [09-16]



2002 XKR                 [ 7-17 ]

                     British Racing Green with Tan Leather interior
Rare coupe in very good to excellent condition.
370 bhp supercharged 4.0 ltr V8
Car has been very well maintained. Looks GREAT! Runs GREAT!
Needs absolutely nothing to be enjoyed immediately.
Selling as is but was certfied in June 2017. New tires
Serious inquires only. Will deliver in GTA
Contact: James at 416-428-3933
Email james_chalmers@bell.net

1973 XKE Roadster          [ 7 -17]

                 Exterior: Silver           Interior: Russet Red
Engine: 12 cylinder
Kilometers: 33,600
Jaguar XKE Roadster, 1973, frame off restoration at 1,000 miles
ago. Rebuilt engine with custom pistons, cams and weber carbs.
Original matching numbers. Kept the original carbs & other parts
It is in MINT CONDITION. Asking $110,000.
Contact Brian Burgess at bstburgess@gmail.com

1970 E-Type              [ 6 -17 ]

Wonderful Barn Find        ****Must be seen to be really appreciated****
Is anyone interested in lovingly restoring this fine Feline?
For Details Contact John or Patricia Hastings (owners since 1982) at 613-476-4847
or 613-473-5080
email jpm@coopermill.com or alternate email cipm@coopermill.com
or fax 613-473-5080
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This is a steel frame, steel body, aluminum hood, doors and trunk
production car.
Engine block W 1463-8 and body number F1288 are original.
Rebuilt the engine/head in June 2013, re-sleeved the block back to
standard size and installed a modern rear main seal.
Rebuilt steering box. Upgrades: 5 speed transmission designed
especially for the xk120; flame thrower distributor, solid core plug
wires, electric fan, alloy fuel tank, steering mantel with signal light
switch, stainless steel sport exhaust and Dynalite alternator which looks

  1950 Jaguar XK120              [12-14]

Exterior: white
Interior: black/white
Engine: 3.4L ;
389km

There were only
12,055 XK 120
made between
1948-1954 and
starting at chassis
number 670001.

This one is chassis
number 670220
clearly stamped on
the frame

1987 - XJ12 VDP and Parts Car        [08-16]

Classifieds

One Owner 25 years.  Maintained by Jaguar Technician
Complete detailed records of replacement parts & service available
75,000 Miles, Everything works A Daily drive (summer only)
Original Alpine Green / Magnolia Leather

Allan Wilson, London, Ontario Call” 519-438-0403
E-mail: allan.jag@rogers.com

$6,500.00 Or Best Offer

Cars is in Haliburton. Excellent Mint Condition.
55,000 KM.

Asking $10,000.00 For both cars, Or best offer.
For Details, Call Karlene @ 705-754-2020

1987 XJSC 5.3 V12                              [07-12]

Rare T-Top model. Great condition, runs very well.

The body in very good condition, mechanics are excellent.
In storage for a few years, now needs new owner to take care of
it. Dark blue exterior with black interior. Original walnut wood
finish in good condition.
Can be seen near Sunderland, Ontario, north of Uxbridge. price:
$9,750. or best offer......must sell.
Call John at 705 357 1058 email

emaclean9@gmail.com or emaclean@igility.bm
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1986 Jaguar Vanden Plas                  [01-17]
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Cars Wanted

Wanted

Looking for a 1965 E-Type LHD convertible            4.2L 6 cyl.

Please contact me as follows:
Marc Marechal

E-mail: marmar1305@yahoo.com
Cell: 289 231 3125

1987 XJ Jaguar Van Den Plas V12 for Sale     [07 -17]

Light Metallic Green with Tan Leather Interior.
Driver seat needs attention.
Beautifully shaped four door vehicle with extra length in the rear.
One owner since 1997. 208,000 kilometers .
Used locally, with less then 200 kilometers per year. The car was only driven
in the summer months and garaged in the winter.
The car will need new tires, wipers. Some attention needed to the exhaust, and
around the front and rear windows. It will require a good service. Car is located in
Niagara.

Best offers. Additional pictures are available.
Contact Michael on 905.468.1098.



  PARTS FOR SALE
Jaguar Parts from a Series 1,4.2 E Type Roadster for Sale [06- 17]

Windshield, Top Chrome, Lower Chrome, Tension Rod, Rear View Mirror
All in very good condition
Left & Right Tail Light assemblies complete with mounting gaskets, some deterioration on the chrome but
not bad, Left & Right front marker lamp lenses only
Contact: John deMercado, 905-392-2061 johndemercado@gmail.com

Jaguar Parts                               [06- 17]

Many quality parts mostly Saloons from Mark 5 through 420
Trim, Interiors, Gauges...
From Mark 5 transmission to E Type metric speedo
All photographed
Send list of needs or call Jeff Hanning at 416-588-5864
Or email jeffery.hanning@gmail.com
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4 Jaguar Tires For Sale  [11- 16]

90+% tread for 50% price
Two 245/45R19 and Two 240/40R19 Pirelli SOTTOZERO 240 high performance winter tires.
Only 800 km driven on a Jaguar XJL sedan before my friend passed away.
These nearly new tires cost $400+ each when new.
I am selling them for his widow at half price. $800 cash
Well worth the trip to Uxbridge.
Contact: Dr. Ed Powers, 18333 Marsh Hill Road, Uxbridge, ON L9P 1R3
(H)905-862-0019 (C)905-649-0525 Email: ebpowers@hotmail.com



 PARTS FOR SALE

Jaguar Parts

Many used parts for the following Jaguars.
XJ6 Ser. III, 1980-1987, Ser. IV XJ40 1987½ - 1994, XJ6 1995-1996,
XJ8 Coupe 1998, XJS 6/12 1980-94, XJ8/XJR/VDP 1998-2003,
S-Type 3.0/4.0L 2000-2003, X-Type 2.5/3.0L 2002-2003.
Contact: birkshiremotors@rogers.com for availability of parts you need.

JAGUAR PARTS WANTED

Jaguar 1968 E Type Series 1 1/2 OTS Parts Wanted             [06-17]

Roadster Top Front Metal Canopy & Chrome pieces above windows
Chrome Strip Front & Rear of Roadster Top
Chrome Hardtop Mounting Brackets
Door Interior Chrome Strips (4) Series 1 door panels
Call Jeff Hanning at 416-588-5864 or email jeffery.hanning@gmail.com
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     Upcoming Events 2017

Jaguar Display at the Cobble Beach Concours        Sept 17

British Car Day                   Sept 17

Classic & Iconic Car Toy Drive           Oct  1

OJOA Fall Run to Clonmel Castle                      Oct 15

OJOA Year End Gala at The Old Mill                  Nov 18

Check out the Events Calendar page on our website www.ojoa.org

for more details.


